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commutative case. The graded Leibniz Hopf algebra Z, better known as the
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groups. By Cartier duality, the graded dual Hopf algebra QSym is a cogener-
ator in the dual category FGL. For formal groups over a field containing Q,
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isomorphism of the Hopf algebra Λ of commutative symmetric functions with
the Hopf algebra W of the Witt vectors. The methods of Cartier: curves and
their operators, Witt vectors, typification all have their counterpart for Z and
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1. The Hopf Algebras of Various Symmetric Functions

Z: Noncommutative Symmetric Functions. Z = Z〈zn|n ∈ N+〉 is the
(graded) noncommutative associative polynomial ring over Z in the elementary

noncommutative symmetric functions zn (z0 := 1) (see [6], [12]). A Z-module
basis is {zc|c ∈ Comp}, where c = (c1, . . . ck) is a word over N+ (a composition).
The Lie algebra of primitive elements in Z will be denoted P(Z) =: P. Over
Q we have the relation

z(t) :=

∞∑

n=0

znt
n = exp

(
∞∑

m=1

xm
tm

m

)
. (1)

The xm are primitive and generate the free Lie algebra PQ on the alphabet
x• = {xm|m ∈ N+}, (cf. [21], Chapter 4). The Lie polynomials over the
set L of Lyndon words constitute a Q-vector space basis (ibid, Chapter 5).
More generally we will need for J ∈ Ens the categorical semidirect sum Z(J) :=
Z〈zj,n|j ∈ J∧n ∈ N+〉. Attach to zj,n weight n and put zj,0 := 1. The structure
of Hopf algebra is determined by

∀j ∈ J ∧ n ∈ N : ∆(zj,n) =
∑

a+b=n

zj,a ⊗ zj,b. (2)

Λ: Commutative Symmetric Functions. Λ = Z[en|n ∈ N+] is the
(graded) commutative associative polynomial ring over Z in the elementary

commutative symmetric functions en (e0 := 1) (see [19]). It is a graded Hopf
algebra quotient of Z via the canonical map ∀n : zn 7→ en, giving rise to the
relation

e(t) =
∞∑

n=0

ent
n = exp

(
∞∑

m=1

σm
tm

m

)
. (3)

A Z-module basis for Λ is {eλ|λ ∈ Part}, indexed by the set of partitions. A Z-
module basis for the Abelian Lie algebra of primitives of Λ is {σm|m ∈ N+}. Let
{eλ|λ ∈ Part} be the dual basis and transpose the graded structural morphisms
of Λ to its graded dual Λgr∗.Define ǫm := e(1

m) =: [1, 1, . . . , 1, 1]︸ ︷︷ ︸
m

and e(m) =: [m].

As follows from (see [8], Theorem 5.1), relation (3) becomes

ǫ(t) =
∞∑

n=0

ǫnt
n = exp

(
∞∑

m=1

(−1)m+1[m]
tm

m

)
. (4)

and the ǫm appear as complete symmetric functions with power sums [m].
QSym : Quasisymmetric Functions. Let [c] be the point distribution on zc
with c = (c1, . . . ck) ∈ Comp. Then QSym = ⊕c∈CompZ[c], the graded dual Hopf
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algebra of Z and [c] is the monomial quasisymmetric function (short mqsf),
defined by the composition c. There is an independent definition of QSym as
the Hopf algebra of the quasisymmetric functions (short qsf) (see [12], [21],
[20]). For a recent application see (see [1]). There is a natural embedding
of Hopf algebras Λ →֒ QSym given by en 7→ ǫn. If we compare this to (3)
we refind the classical fact that the graded Hopf algebra Λ is autodual. The
comultiplication is given by ∆([c]) =

∑
p∗s=c[p] ⊗ [s], summed over all prefixes

p and suffixes s of c which concatenate to p∗s = c. As in the case for Z we will
need the categorical semidirect product QSym (J). For an explicit structure as
commutative unitary ring (QSym ∈ CUR ) see Theorem 8e. below or (see [17],
[9]).

2. Smooth Formal Groups

The Category of Smooth Formal Groups. We fix a commutative
unitary basis ring k. Let CAlck be the category of rings of power series over a
finite set J of indeterminates k[[xJ ]]. A smooth formal group G over k (notation
G ∈ SFGk) is a representable covariant functor G : CAlck → Gr. If Jn, (n ∈ N+)
is an ascending sequence of sets, we include in CAlck also the projective limits
lim← k[[xJn ]] and limits of such group functors. The topology is the linear
topology generated by the discrete topology on k, together with the projective
limit topology. The totality of these sets J will be called admissible sets. For
formal groups, their bialgebras and Cartier duality see (see [4], [18], [7] or [13]).

The Contravariant and Covariant Bialgebra. A formal group law G
over k, G ∈ FGLk, of (admissible) type J is a smooth formal group together
with a representing object, denoted OG = k[[xJ ]], called the contravariant bial-

gebra of G. The stucture of group functor is reflected by well known structure
morphisms which are in turn completely determined by #J formal power se-
ries in 2#J indeterminates G(x, y). G is called commutative or G ∈ CFGLk, if
G(x, y) = G(y, x). Following a suggestion of Shay, we denote SDPk the cate-
gory of Hopf algebras H over k having the property: H admits a module basis
(called privileged basis) B(H) = {hj |j ∈ MI(J)} for some admissible set J ∈ Ens

such that

∀a ∈ MI(J) : ∆(ha) =
∑

u+v=a

hu ⊗ hv. (5)

Here, MI(J) is the Abelian monoid of multi-indices over J . Clearly, the hj with
multi-index norm |j| = 1 constitute a k-module basis for the Lie algebra P(H)
of primitive elements in H. For G ∈ FGLk we define UG as the k-module of
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continuous functionals on OG. Thus, if OG = k[[xJ ]] =
∏

a∈MI(J) kx
a and if

ǫb is the point distribution on xa, i.e. 〈xa, ǫb〉 = δa,b, then UG = ⊕b∈MI(J)kǫb.
Moreover this basis of point distributions is privileged, whence UG ∈ SDPk.

Cartier Duality. Transposition of the structural morphisms on OG in-
duces on UG a structure of Hopf algebra of type J and we obtain with Cartier
the contravariant functor Cc : FGLk → SDPk (continuous dualization). The
functor full dualization is the inverse functor C : UG 7→ OG. There is a full
duality, called duality of Cartier (cf. [4], Chapter 1).

A Basic Result. Let CompJ := J × Comp be the free language over the
set J × N+. An element c, called a J-composition, will be written in the form
c = (c1, . . . ck) with every ci ∈ Comp × J . Such a word may be represented as
well by a monomial in the noncommuting generators of Z(J). We equip J with
an arbitrary total order “<”. Define a total order “≺” on CompJ as follows:
for elements of the alphabet we put zi,m ≺ zj,n whenever i < j. If i = j we
use the natural order on N+. We let c = zi,n have weight |c| = n. For length
> 1 we use the canonical order of (see [11])1 , that is, for J-compositions c and
d of different weight we let lesser weight precede larger weigth (|c| < |d|) and
for equal weight we let lesser length precede larger length (L(c) < L(d)). If
the lengths then are the same, we let lesser lexicographical order precede larger
lexicographical order (c < d). Finally let L(J) be the set of J-Lyndon words (see
[21], Chapter 5), but in our context over the totally ordered alphabet CompJ .
Then the basic result for this study is

Theorem 1. We have the following properties

a. Z(J) is a free Z-module with module basis indexed by CompJ .

a1. Z(J), the categorical semidirect sum of #J copies of Z is an object in
the category SDPZ for every admissible J .

a2. The Cartier dual of Z(J) is the categorical semidirect product ̂
QSym (J),

completion of a free polynomial ring QSym (J).

b. The Z-module P(J) of primitive elements of Z(J) has a unique basis
having the form {πl|l ∈ L(J)} with the two following properties

b1. Triangularity ∀l ∈ L(J) : πl = gcd(l)zl+
∑

l≺w cl,wzw, with all cl,w ∈ Z.

b2. Diagonality If moreover m ∈ L(J) and m 6= l, then cl,m = 0.

(We condense both properties of triangularity and diagonality in the notion
P(J) has a basis of pure primitives).

1Note that the proof of the main theorem of [11] contains an error. The result is valid only
over Q.
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Remarks. a. The duality between noncommutative symmetric functions
Z and quasisymmetric functions QSym is due to Malvenuto and Reutenauer
(see [20]).

b. The primitive πl in b2. will be called the pure primitive determined by l,
since two pure primitives determined by the same Lyndon word are necessarily
identical. Moreover, in view of the leading term b1., this purity makes the
basis unique among all Z-module bases of P(J), since each other basis contains
an element in which at least two different Lyndon terms occur. Purity permits
to identify at first glance a primitive element as a linear combination of pure
primitives, for instance, taking logarithms in (1) the second equality is therefore
immediate in

xn =

n∑

m=0

∑

L(c)=m

c∈Compn

(−1)L(c)+1nzc
m

=

n∑

m=0

∑

L(l)=m

l∈Ln

(−1)L(l)+1 nπl

m gcd(l)
. (6)

Neither the basis of Lie polynomials for ZQ (see [21], p. 105 sqq), nor the basis
in (see [17] Theorem 4.23), constructed from the multi-isobaric decomposition
theorems are pure. The Newton primitives (Theorem ?? of loc cit), are in
weight ≥ 3 even maximally impure since all pure primitives occur with nonzero
coefficient, see (11) below for Z.

c. The proof proceeds in two steps. First, the case of a one point set J = {∗}
is treated (see Di03 or[17]). It is important to observe in these proofs that the
canonical factorization of a word into a descending product of Lyndon words
(see [21], Theorem 5.1), holds also for our admissible J . It reduces the proof to
the case of a single concatenation factor w = l∗e with l ∈ L and gcd(l) = a as in
(see [11], [17] or [9], proof of Theorem 4.4a). As a second step, the cardinality
#J of L(J) is thus seen to be irrelevant for deriving the conclusion that l∗e can
be written as a polynomial in the Lyndon-Witt functions coming from L(J). The
proof in (see [17] (2006)) starts in Z, is based on an explicit construction of a
Z-module basis for primitives in Z and uses λ-theoretic methods for the passage
to QSym . The proof in (see [9] (2003)) starts in QSym and uses exponential
series and ghost components of Witt vectors in order to prove directly the free
polynomiality of QSym by giving an explicit set of free poynomial generators.
Finally, these results are dualized to Z. The two proofs are thus complementary
(and confirm each other on the property of free polynomiality, cf. (18) below,
but (possibly) not on the property of purity.)
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3. Formal Curves

Definition 2. A formal curve in G ∈ FGLk is (equivalently):

a. A continuous homomorphism of k-algebras φ : OG → k[[t]], commuting
with the respective augmentations. We write the image of ξ ∈ O(G) under φ
in the form

ξ 7→ φ(ξ) =

∞∑

n=0

φn(ξ)tn =:

(
∞∑

n=0

φnt
n

)
(ξ).

b. A morphism of Hopf algebras φ̂ : Zk → UG such that ∀n ∈ N : φ̂(zn) =
φn, (cf. too [3], Theorem 1).

c. A morphism of Hopf algebras φ̂∗ : OG→ Q̂Sym k, 〈φ̂
∗(ξ), [c]〉 = 〈ξ, φ̂(zc)〉

obtained by Cartier dualization of b.

The element
∑∞

n=0 φnt
n in a. is an element of the noncommutative (version

of) Grothendieck’s Λ-functor (multiplicative group) ΛGr(UG) = 1+tUG[[t]] and
the set {φn|n ≥ 0} ⊂ UG is characterized by the SDP-property: φ0 = 1 and
∀n ≥ 1 : ∆(φn) =

∑
a+b=n φa⊗φb. The multiplicative group of all formal curves

in UG will be denoted SDP(G).

Remark. The set of morphisms defined by item a. is a group in virtue
of the fact that we start from a representable group-valued functor G. The
Grothendieck functor ΛGr : UR → Gr takes in the unitary ring UG ∈ UR the
value 1 + tUG[[t]] which is also a group for the operation “multiplication of
formal power series in the central element t with not-necessarily commuting
coefficients”. There seems to be no reason a priori at all that both structures of
groups coincide. It is, however, a fact (due to Cartier duality) that both group
structures are identical and functorial. In the literature, curves in an FGL are
often defined via the group structure induced on the augmentation ideal of OG
(see [13] (1.2.1) or (36.3.1)). Multi-curves arise if we replace t by a set of central
indeterminates tM = {tm|m ∈M}. We then get the group

SDPM (G) ⊂ 1 + ∪mtm (UG[[tM ]])

of M -curves. In view of Theorem 1 a1. and Definition 2 b. we may take G

such that UG = Z
(J)
k . In this way we obtain a faithful representation the endo-

representation of curves in Zk (in Λk for commutative curves) as endomorphisms
of these Hopf algebras.

Definition 3. (Operators on Curves) a. The composition OG→ k[[t]]
t7→ta
→

k[[t]] defines the Verschiebung operator Va on SDP(G) with (Vaφ)(t) := φ(ta).
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b. The composition OG → k[[t]]
t7→at
→ k[[t]] defines the homothety operator

[a] on SDP(G) with ([a]φ)(t) := φ(at).

c. Let a ∈ N+ and ζ = exp 2π
a in C. For a curve φ defined over the

base ring k = Z consider the curve
∏a

i=1[ζ
i]φ. This product depends on the

order of multiplcation. It is independent, if all components of φ commute with
each other. Thus assume G to be commutative. In that case we even see that
the natural action of the Galois group of Q(ζ)/Q leaves this product invariant
and defines a curve in Im (Va), denoted Va(Fae(t)). The operator Fa, uniquely
defined this way on the commutative group of curves SDP(G) for G ∈ CFGLk

is called the Frobenius operator. (3) becomes

Fae(t) =:

∞∑

n=0

ea,nt
n := exp

(
∞∑

m=1

σam
tm

m

)
. (7)

d. The composition Zk
f
→ Zk

bφ
→ UG defines the endo-operator Z(f)φ :=

φ̂ ◦ f . As a consequence, the set of all Hopf algebra endomorphisms of Zk (the
set of all isobaric Hopf algebra endomorphisms as well), acts from the right on
the group of curves. This fact is the central issue of the classification of Cartier
of commutative FGL, since in that case the ring of isobaric endomorphisms of
Λk is the ring of infinite Wittvectors W (k). If we use the defining relation

∞∑

n=0

ent
n =:

∞∏

d=1

(1 − ydt
d)−1, (8)

whence Λ = Z[ed|d ∈ N+] = Z[yd|d ∈ N+] , we obtain another isomorphism of
Hopf algebras between Λ and W , the Witt vectors. In this way, commutative
formal group theory is brought in close connection with symmetric functions.
Noncommutative formal group theory is merely the corresponding theory over
the basis Hopf algebra Z. Thus let Endh(Zk), resp. Endh(Λk) be the set of
isobaric endomorphisms of the Hopf algebra Zk, resp. Λk. These sets have
two laws of internal operation, induced by the convolution of curves and com-
position of endomorphisms. Denote E(k), resp. C(k) these sets with opposite

composition, resp. opposite algebra in the commutative case.

Then E(k)[[Va]]a∈N+ resp. C(k)[[Va]]a∈N+ , operates from the left on the
group of curves SDP(G). It is well known that over the basis ring k = Z, the
homogeneous automorphism group C∗ (for composition) of Λ is the Kleinian four
group, via the endo-representation defined by the curves [±1]e(t)[±1]. These
automorphisms lift to the group of automorphisms V4 = [±1]z(t)±1. Denoting

Ker (γ) the kernel of the canonical map EZ∗
γ
→ EΛ∗, one checks that the group

of homogeneous automorphisms of Z is isomorphic to V4×SDP(Ker (γ)). While
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discussing operators on curves, it must be observed that the conclusion in (see
[17], p133 line -9) on n is false: the convolution z(t)n is an isobaric curve in Z
and as such, defines an isobaric endomorphism n of Z (and by duality on QSym

as well), cf. (25) and (26) below. From our point of view, it is important to
study the operators that survive the canonical map Z → Λ, rather than those
which lift from the Λ to Z (loc cit (vii) on p. 133, Section 6 ibid.) For relations
between these operators in the commutative case (see [3], (2)-(7)).

4. Properties of Curves

4.1. Newton Relations

Theorem 4. Let J be an admissible set and H ∈ Hopfk an arbitrary Hopf
algebra. Suppose given in H two sets of elements {φa|a ∈ MI(J)} with φ0 = 1
and {ra|a ∈ MI(J)} with r0 = 0. Assume moreover

∀a ∈ MI(J) : |a|φa =
∑

u+v=a

φurv, (9)

where |a| =
∑

j aj is the multi-index norm of a. Then
∑

a∈MI(J) φat
a ∈ SDPJ(H)

if and only if r• := {ra|a ∈ MI(J)} ⊂ P(H), the Lie algebra of primitive ele-
ments. The primitive elements r• will be called Newton primitives. There is an
explicit solution for ra in terms of the φb. For this, we define a separation of a
multi-index a ∈ MI(J) to be an ordered sequence s of nonzero multi-indices in
MI(J) with multi-index sum a. L(s) will denote the number of terms in s. We
denote ρ(s) (resp. λ(s)), the maximal (minimal) element in s. φs will be the
ordered product of all t with t in the given separation s. Let S(a) be the set of
all separations of a. Then one proves by induction that

∀a ∈ MI(J) : ra =
∑

s∈S(a)

(−1)|L(s)|+1|ρ(s)|φs. (10)

Applying this formula to #J = 1, i.e. Z, one finds

ra =
∑

l∈La

(−1)L(l)+1 ρ(l)

gcd(l)
πl. (11)

The relations (10) are called Newton relations and are due in this form to
Helsloot-Scholtens. The Newton primitives in case #J = 1 were defined by
Shay (see [24]), commenting it as probably new in spite of its simplicity. The
relation is invariant under the antipodism of H, but then the primitives rv
should be replaced by primitives lv, multiplying from the left and ρ(s) is to be
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replaced by λ(s).

Exp-Representation Let k ⊃ Q. Consider in a Hopf algebra H ∈ Hopfk
the relation in ΛGr,J(H) given by

∑

a∈MI(J)

φat
a = exp



∑

b∈MI(J)

b6=0

xb
tb

gcd(b)


 .

Then the left side is an element of SDPJ(H) if and only if x• = {xa|a ∈
MI(J) \ {0}} ⊂ P(H). If H ∈ CURk then we have in addition x• ⊂ k[φ•] with
φ• = {φa|a ∈ MI(J)}.

Proof. The proof of the first assertion is straightforward. The second as-
sertion follows from the case k = Z and using the fact that for relatively prime
integers {a1, . . . , an} ⊂ N+ one has ∩n

i
1
ai

Z = Z.

As an example, we mention other representations in formal group theory,
such as the faithful left regular or left invariant algebra representation ρ from
UG in the ring of continuous k-linear endomorphisms Ec(OG) of OG given for
x ∈ UG by the composite map

ρ(x) : OG
∆
→ OG⊗̂kO(G)

xb⊗1
→ k⊗̂kOG

∼=
→ OG. (12)

Classically, the Lie algebra Lie(G) of G ∈ SFGk is obtained as the kernel of
the map G(k[ǫ]) → G(k), where k[ǫ] ∼= k[[t]](t2) is the ring of dual numbers.
For instance, for G = sl2 one finds that Lie(G) is the Lie algebra of size 2
integer matrices with trace zero. Let m1 be the generic matrix with entries
(a, b; c,−a) and mn = (0, 0; 0(−1)nan−2(a2 + bc)) for n > 1. One obtains a
representation τ =

∑∞
n=0mnt

n, called canonical, of G(Z[a, b, c][[t]]) (and of UG
into the Grothendieck group ΛGr(M2 (Z[a, b, c])) consisting of all powerseries∑∞

i=1 git
i with determinant 1.

The next multi-isobaric decomposition theorem shows that multi-curves do
not contain other information than curves do.

Theorem 5. Let φ =
∑

a∈MI(M) φat
a ∈ SDPM (H) be an M -curve in

H. Suppose that M is totally ordered. Let MI(M)r be the set of reduced
multi-indices M . There is an ordered product

φ =

→∏

r∈MI(M)r

φr(t
r).

Here, every φr ∈ SDP(H) is a 1-curve and the order in the product may be
taken arbitrarily.
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Remark. There are two bi-isobaric decompomposition theorems in the
literature (see [17] Theorem 4.6 and 4.13). The first, due to P. Shay is a
decomposition theorem for the 1-curve yx = xy

∏
(a,b)∈N2

+

gcd(a,b)=1

La,b in SDP(Z(2)).

The reformulation into 2-curves in (see [17] (4.4)) yielding a 2-curve is not
correct. In the proof one expands the product and collects in the factor La,b at
position tn(a+b) the bi-isobaric part of weight (na, nb) of the (fixed) variable satb.
This decomposition theorem is treated in detail (see [22], Theorem IV.3.3). The
statement that the second bi-isobaric decomposition also results in a 2-curve has
the same error (cf. [17] (4.10) (iii) discussion and footnote after (4.19)). Clearly,
the procedure followed in loc cit determines (4.22) uniquely, but the set of (sets
of) primitives satisfying (i)-(iii) of page 138, leading to Theorem 4.23 of loc cit
is, by Lemma 4.1 below not even countable. The definition of a 2-curve as a two
dimensional version of a curve is ambiguous, or at any rate incomplete, since
it is not clear whether it is supposed to be an element of SDP2 (A), SDP(Z(2))
(B) or an element of SDP2 (C). (A) is determined by (loc cit (4.11) and (4.12)),
while (C) is represented by the object (ibid. (4.2)). (B), however, applies. At
any rate, Hazewinkel is the first to find a solution for the problem, (unsolved
since the early seventies) how to construct infinite curves lying above primitives
having leading coefficient strictly larger than 1, the Frobenius curves. Note, the
commutator primitives of Shay are characterized by their leading coefficient 1.
The interested reader is invited to find these Frobenius curves from scratch,
starting (possibly) with the noncommutative Frobenius curve from Definition
3.

Proof. The proof of the decomposition theorem is based on the observation:

Lemma 6. If f =
∑

a∈MI(M) fat
a and g =

∑
a∈MI(M) gat

a are two M -
curves such that for all multi-indices a with norm |a| < N we have fa = ga,
then for every multi-index b with norm |b| = N the difference fb−gb is primitive.

As an application of the lemma and for future use we leave as an exercise
(cf. [6] 4.3)

Corollary 7. An arbitrary endomorphism f of the Hopf algebra Λk may
be written in the unique form f =

∑
a,b Va[fa,b]Fbe with all fa,b ∈ k and such

that for each a the cardinality of the set {fa,b 6= 0} is finite. f is isobaric if and
only if fa,b = 0 for b 6= a.
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4.2. S-adic Decomposition Theorem

Let S be an arbitrary set of primes. In practice, S will be the set S = S(k) of
primes such that their canonical image under the unique morphism Z → k in
CUR is noninvertible. For example, k = Q gives S = ∅ and k = Z/8Z or k = Z2

gives S = {2}. We let N(S) be the multiplicative submonoid of N+ generated
by S and 1. We write ZS := ∩p∈SZ(p). Consider the generic exponential series

RS(x, t) = exp




∑

m∈N(S)

xm
tm

m



 (13)

and define quantities wm recurrently by

∀m ∈ N(S) : xm :=
∑

d|m

dw
m/d
d . (14)

a. Let x• := {xm|m ∈ N(S)} be a set of commuting quantities and substi-
tute (14) in (13). Let the result be RS(w, t) =:

∑∞
n=0Ent

n. A generalization
of an integrality lemma of Dieudonné-Dwork (see [9], Lemma 1.1) shows that
RS(w, t) ∈ ZS [wd|d ∈ N(S)][[t]]. If we put Em =: ym for each m ∈ N(S), then
ym ≡ wm modulo decomposables in {wd|d ∈ N(S)} and we may write each
En as a homogeneous polynomial RS(y, t) in y• := {ym|m ∈ N(S)}. It then is
seen by the same generalization that RS(y, t) ∈ ΛGr (ZS [y•]). For a singleton
S = {p} this result goes back to Dieudonné.

b. Next, denote L
(J)
r the set of reduced Lyndon J-compositions. It induces a

decomposition L(J) ∼= N+×L
(J)
r . The mqsf parametrized by the J-composition

c = (c1, . . . , ck) will be denoted [c]. We write m#c := (mc1, . . . ,mck) (where m
multiplies with the N+-component) and use for reduced Lyndon J-compositions
r formula (14) (with [m#r] instead of xm) in order to define the Lyndon-Witt

functions wd#r via

∀m ∈ N(S) : [m#r] :=
∑

d|m

dw
m/d
d#r . (15)

More generally we let wl := wd#r for l = d#r in L(J). Finally, define W(J) :=

{wl|l ∈ L(J)}. Let Comp
(J)
S be the set of all J-compositions c = (c1, . . . , ck),

having each ci ∈ N(S). Define L
(J)
S accordingly. Restricting to the S-adic

context, we find the corresponding S-Lyndon-Witt functions W
(J)
S = {wl|l ∈

L
(J)
S }.

c. As a third tool we generalize the hyperexponential series of Dieudonné
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to generic noncommutative quantities. Let x• = {xm|m ∈ N(S)} be a set of
noncommuting primitive quantities. Consider the free algebra HS,Q = Q〈x•〉.
It can be proven that there is an additional set of primitive elements {xn|n 6∈
N(S)} in this Hopf algebra such that the series

ES(t) :=
∞∑

n=0

Ent
n := exp

(
∞∑

n=1

xn
tn

n

)
(16)

obtained by putting Em =: ym for m ∈ N(S) and solving each other En with
n 6∈ N(S) in terms of these ym, has all coefficients in ZS := ZS〈ym|m ∈ N(S)〉.
(For S = P , the set of all primes we have, of course, HP,Q = QSym Q.)

Starting with 1 + y1,1t = 1 + z1t, one proves the assertion by induction as
in (see [7] Theorem 6.4).

We now can state the S-adic decomposition theorem for our various S-adic
symmetric functions.

Theorem 8. There exists in the Hopf algebra Z⊗ZS a set of homogeneous
elements y• = {ym|m ∈ N(S)} and a set of homogeneous elements {En =
En(y•)|n ∈ N} (written as En), such that

a. ZS := ZS〈y•〉 ∈ SDPZS
is a Hopf subalgebra of Z ⊗ ZS, with comulti-

plication determined by the condition that ES :=
∑∞

n=0Ent
n ∈ SDP(ZS) is an

isobaric curve, called the canonical S-pure curve. Moreover

a1. Em = ym for all m ∈ N(S).

a2. Purity Write En =
∑

w∈CompS
cm,wyw, with cm,w ∈ ZS. If yw for

w ∈ LS has coefficient divisible (in ZS) by gcd(w), then cm,w = 0. (This
property makes ZS, the noncommutative polynomials En and the canonical
S-pure curve unique.)

a2. For all a ∈ N(S) we have: if a|n then va(En) = En/a, otherwise the
value is 0.

b. More generally, there are homogeneous elements ya,a∗ ∈ Z ⊗ ZS for
a ∈ N(S) and a∗ ∈ N(S)∗ such that

b1. ya,a∗ ≡ zaa∗ modulo decomposables in {z1, . . . , zaa∗−1} for every pair
(a, a∗).

b2. Let y•,a∗ = {ya,a∗ |a ∈ N(S)}. Then Ha∗ :=
∑∞

n=0En(y•,a∗)taa∗

∈
SDP(Z ⊗ ZS).

b3. For the canonical curve z = z(t) we have a decomposition

z =
∏

a∗∈N(S)∗

Ha∗ .
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c. As a consequence Z ⊗ ZS is the categorical semidirect sum of #N(S)∗

copies of ZS .

d. The Lie algebra PS of primitive elements in ZS has a unique ZS-module
basis, indexed by the set of S-Lyndon words and satisfying

d1. Triangularity

∀l ∈ LS : πl = gcd(l)yl +
∑

l≺w

cl,wyw, (17)

with all cl,w ∈ ZS .

d2. Purity If m ∈ LS and m 6= l then cl,m = 0.

d3. If l is an S-Lyndon composition with all entries divisible by a ∈ N(S),
we denote l//a the Lyndon composition obtained by dividing each entry of l
by a. Otherwise the resulting value is zero by definition. Then, for all a and l
we have va(πl) = gcd(l)

a πl//a.

e. QSym
(J)
S = ZS [W

(J)
S ], a free polynomial ring. The graded dual Hopf

algebra is isomorphic to ZS . In particular, every finite curve in ZS may be
extended to an infinite curve.

Proof. a. If S = P we are in the situation of Theorem 1 and the proof is
given in (see [9]). For arbitrary S we thus may assume a priori that every finite
curve in Z is extendable to an infinite curve. For the commutative case and
S = {p} a singleton, the theorem goes back to Dieudonné and works mutatis
mutandis for arbitrary S. One then proceeds by induction and lifting to the
noncommutative case. For details in case #J = 1 without Lyndon words see
(see [7] Theorem 6.4). We thus restrict ourselves further to some comments.
It is clear that ZS is a Hopf subalgebra of Z ⊗ ZS . We want to show that
it can be chosen such that it is invariant under all va with a ∈ N(S). This,
in turn, will imply that the graded dual satisfies Honda’s condition (see [9]
(1)) and the reasoning of Section 4.1 of (see [9]) may be used to determine the
stucture of QSym S . For the invariance under the va we use the observation
that the two-sided ideal J in Z ⊗ZS generated by all πn, such that n contains
at least one prime factor not in N(S) is a Hopf ideal. The quotient Z ⊗ ZS/J
is isomorphic with ZS . But the latter is at the same time by b3. a Hopf
subalgebra of Z ⊗ZS and the canonical map Z ⊗ZS ։ Z ⊗ZS/J ∼= ZS has a
section. The ideal J is invariant under all va with a ∈ N(S), thus the quotient
is also invariant for these va. Let a|n in N(S). Then we have: n/a ∈ N(S) if
and only if n ∈ N(S). If a|n but n 6∈ N(S), thus also n/a 6∈ N(S), then both
va(En) and En/a do not contain S-Lyndon terms. Suppose n minimal such
that va(ES,n) 6= ES,n/a. Then the difference is primitive, hence must contain
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a Lyndon term with coefficient divisible by the gcd of this Lyndon term. But
this is not possible, since the En are unique modulo primitive elements.

b. We use the opportunity to compare for S = P the polynomial generators
λn(a) for QSym of Hazewinkel (see [17]) in terms of our Lyndon-Witt gener-
ators. For this it is necessary to trace the action of the Kleinian four group
C∗ of homogeneous automorphisms of Λ and the formulas depend on whether
one prefers to use the complete symmetric functions (4) or the elementary sym-
metric functions (3). This ambiguity results in an additional factor (±1)±1 in
(15). In view of the definition of the Adams operators loc cit (5.3) and our
definition of Lyndon-Witt functions (15), we must apply the involution on (8)
and interprete this formula in Λ ⊂ QSym . The result is

∞∑

n=0

ǫnt
n =

∞∏

d=1

(1 − wd(−t)
d).

Next, denote Part
(∗)
n the set of partitions λ of n having only different parts. Let

the length of λ be L(λ). Then for the partition (a) of length 1 we finally find
for the λ-determinant (see [17] (5.6)) after replacement of the fn(a) of loc cit by
[n#a] and computation of the determinant in terms of Lyndon-Witt functions

λn(a) =
∑

µ∈Part
(∗)
a

(−1)l(µ)+1wµ ≡ wa mod I2. (18)

Here, I is the augmentation ideal of the Hopf algebra QSym . The general for-
mula for λa(c) follows directly from the properties of the associated λ-theoretic
substitution homomorphism φ of loc cit (5.9). For example: n = 3 and a = (12)
quickly yields λ3(a) = w36−w12w24. The congruence (18) shows that both sets
of free generators determine the same set of indecomposables. Note that the
formula can be derived too, of course, using the determinantal formulas in (see
[19], I.2 exerc. 8, p. 28). Numerical examples seem to indicate that the λn(a)
might yield pure primitives under dualization. I do not know whether there
are efficient algorithms in order to compute determinants like (5.6) in (see [17])
without using the cumbersome overlapping shuffle products of (see [17] (2.6)).
Tables of mqsf’s in terms of Lyndon-Witt functions as well as of pure primitives
together with a proof for the case J = {∗} and S = P are in (see [9]).

Definition 9. Let φ : Zk → UG be a curve in G ∈ FGLk. Let S := S(k).
The associated S-pure curve is by definition the composition

i∗S,k(φ) := ZS,k

iS,k

→֒ Zk
φ
→ UG.

Every S-pure curve φ is determined completely by the set S(φ) of images

{
(
i∗S,k(φ)

)
(yS,m) =: ηS,m|m ∈ N(S)}, called the S-pure set of φ. Each ele-
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ment ηS,m in the set S(φ) is completely determined by its predecessors up to
a primitive element δS,m. We therefore can describe relations in UG by giving
these ηS,m. In this way, we see that, like a universal enveloping algebra, UG
may be described as a tensor algebra modulo relations, which may be expressed
in terms of primitive elements.

5. Applications

Theorem 10. Let G ∈ FGLk of type J have covariant bialgebra UG.
Define the canonical curves φj(j ∈ J) by φj(t)(xi) := δi,jt.

a1. An arbitrary curve ψ in UG may be written uniquely as an ordered
row-finite product

ψ =
∞∏

n=1

∏

j∈J

Vn[cn,j]φj , (19)

with all cn,j ∈ k.

a2. An arbitrary S-pure curve ψ in UG may be written uniquely as an
ordered row-finite product

ψ = i∗S,k(φ)




∏

n∈N(S)

∏

j∈J

Vn[cn,j ]φj



 , (20)

with all cn,j ∈ k. If we take for #J = 1 the φj as canonical curves φm(wl) =
δl,mt, we obtain a representation of the elements of E(k) as a group of curves.

Definition 11. G is called S-typical, if the canonical curves are S-pure
with S = S(k). Up to strict isomorphism over k, an arbitrary G ∈ FGLk may
be assumed to be S-typical, see (see [7]).

b. Write φj =
∑∞

n=0 φj,nt
n (S-typical or not). Take an arbitrary but fixed

total order < on J . Define the canonical basis B(G) to be the set

{φa = φj1,n1 · · ·φjk,nk
|k ≥ 0 ∧ j1 < j2 . . . < jk ∧ (n1, . . . , nk) ∈ MI(J)}. (21)

Then B(G) is an k-module basis for U(G). Moreover it is a privileged basis in
the sense of (5).

c1. Define the associated morphism

ΦS,G : Z
(J)
S,k → UG, ∀i, j : yi,j 7→ φi,j.
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Then ΦS,G is a surjective morphism in SDPk and induces an isomorphism

Z
(J)
S,k ։ Z

(J)
S,k/Ker (ΦS,G) ∼= UG. (22)

c2. Cartier dualization of ΦS,G gives an embedding

Φ∗S,G : OG →֒
̂

QSym
(J)
S,k. (23)

Corollary 12. Fundamental Fact. Every G ∈ FGLk is via (22) a Hopf
algebra quotient of a categorical semidirect sum of ZS,k and via (23) a Hopf
subalgebra of a categorical semidirect product of QSym S,k. In other words, ZS

is a generator in the category SDPS and QSym S a cogenerator in FGLS , where
the index S refers to the S-typical objects in the respective categories. These
observations are the core of the approach followed here and makes evident how
the (isobaric) endomorphisms of the universal objects Λk and Zk act, cf. 3d
and 6 below. The remark (see [3] Theorem 3) together with the fact that
W ∼= Λ show that our approach is the extension of the method of Cartier to
the noncommutative case (and replaces Witt vectors by symmetric functions).

It is left as an exercise that the set of Frobenius curves Faǫ(t)(a ∈ N+) of
the curve (3) is - up to sign of the generators en - the set of canonical curves
for Λ.

6. Ghost Components and Endomorphisms

The functor P : Hopfk → Liek gives for all morphisms of Hopf algebras a
representation in the Lie algebra of primitive elements. As we saw before, ex-
ponential series are a natural tool in order to work with primitive elements, but
they are as a rule far away from being integral quantities. In the commuta-
tive case there are rather mild conditions to ensure that a generic exponential
series expands to an S-adically integral element and a specialization of such
an element over ZS-algebras preserves S-integrality as well. Informally, ghost
components are expressions made up from arguments of exponential series that
evaluate to integral quantities and have well defined images under commutative
ring extensions.

Ghost Components. We first define globally (S = P ), ghost components
in the context of commutative formal group laws. Let G ∈ CFGLk have type
J and let φ =

∑∞
n=0 φnt

n be a curve in H. We may view φ as a morphism

φ̂ : Λ → UG. Thus define (functorially) gh m(φ) := φ̂(σm), where σm is the
canonical primitive element of weight m in Λ, see (3). The left side is called
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the m-th-ghost component of φ. The right side is the image of a primitive
element under a morphism of Hopf algebras, hence is a primitive element in
UG. From cor 4.1 we know that each isobaric endomorpism of the Hopf algebra
Λ uniquely may be written in the form f =

∑
m∈N+

Vm[fm]Fme. Applying the
ghost-component functor we immediately compute

gh m(f) =
∑

d|m

df
m/d
d σm = wm(f)σm. (24)

Here, the wm(f) are the well known formulas for addition of Witt vectors
via addition of their ghost components. Localization to general S is obvious.
Recalling that C := Endh(Λ), we find for S = P

Lemma 13. ∀k : C(k) = W (k), the ring of Witt vectors with coefficients
in k.

For E(k) we must determine the set of all isobaric curves in the universal
object Z; explicit computations, however, are tedious. Each curve in Zk may
be written in the form (19) φx =

∏
l∈L V|l|[xl]φl, where the φl run through all

canonical curves and xl ∈ k. Generically, the product of two such curves must
have the same shape from which one derives first of all a Campbell-Hausdorff
type formula (cf. [23] Theorem 7.4.) or (see [6] 3.3 and 3.4).

φx · φy = φQSym
·
(x,y).

An analogous formula holds for the composition of two homogeneous endomor-
phisms

φx ◦ φy = φQSym
◦
(x,y).

These relations are remarkable for the fact that the two sets QSym ∗(x, y) with
∗ ∈ {·, ◦}, parametrized by the set L of Lyndon words, have their origin in
exponential series and may be expressed generically as well by homogeneous
polynomials with integer coefficients. The first formula is the group law on the
dual QSym . The second evaluates to a plethysm-type formula. There are of
course also the various S-adic versions of these Campbell-Hausdorff formulas.
For instance, the case S = ∅ yields the usual Campbell-Hausdorff formula
over Q. Interpretation of them as (integrality) properties of exponential series,
reflecting representations in the respective Lie algebras of primitives, explains
the term “ghost components”.

Jacobson Formulas. Identify for #J = 2 the Hopf algebra Z(J) with
Z〈x•, y•〉. The total order is defined by the lexicographical order on x• and
y• separately and xa < yb for all values a, b. The classical Jacobson formula
asserts that in characteristic p the generic element (x0+y0)

p−xp
0−y

p
0 is primitive
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and defines the (p)-map for p-Lie algebras. Symmetric functions provide lots
of such formulas, for example, if a < b in N+ then (a, b) is a Lyndon word
and there is a pure primitive πxayb

≡ gcd(a, b)xayb − ybxa modulo terms of
length ≥ 3 determined by this Lyndon word and a there is a canonical curve
lying over this primitive. If gcd(a, b) > 1 then this primitive may be computed
started from πa(x) and πb(y) by taking their commutator and eliminating (by
purity) all other Lyndon primitives that might be present in this commutator.
The result is the pure primitive πxayb

which has integral coefficients and is
obtained in the final step by dividing the expression by ab

gcd(a,s) . Note that this

primitive survives reduction module each prime dividing the gcd(a, b) and thus
may easily be interpreted as a ghost component since the canonical curve over
this primitive has the form exp(πxayb

t) mod t2.

The canonical curve in Z lying over the pure primitive π(a) with a ∈ N+

defines for every a the functorial endo-operator Φa. It reduces to the Frobenius
Fa in the commutative case and satisfies on curves

ΦaΦb ≡ Φab, ΦaVa ≡ a (25)

modulo curves belonging to the kernel of the canonical map γ : Z ։ Λ. Formula
(2) of (see [3]) has for example the form

([c]φ)([c′]φ) ≡
∏

n

(Vn[sn(c, c′)]Φn)φ mod SDP (Ker (γ)) . (26)

7. Z, Λ and QSym Revisited

In this section we first review the classification of FGL’s as given in literature
and show that the results fit naturally into the approach followed here.

a. If k is a field containing Q, there is a classical theorem to the effect that
the categories of smooth formal groups over k and the category of k-Lie algebras
are equivalent (see [23] Theorem 3 LG 5.28). The key is here the observation
that the canonical embedding P(UG) →֒ UG extends in the category SDPk to
an isomorphism of the universal enveloping algebra U (P(UG)) on UG. In our
approach this is reflected by the map cf. (22)

k〈xJ〉 ∼= Z
(J)
∅,k ։ Z

(J)
∅,k /Ker (Φ∅,G) ∼= UG. (27)

The first object is the enveloping algebra Z
(J)
∅,k on the free Lie algebra over the

set xJ . The relations are those defining UG as quotient of Z
(J)
∅,k .

b. P. Cartier has given in two Notes (see [2] and [3]) a classification for
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arbitrary G ∈ CFGLk, elaborated in detail by Lazard (see [18]). The group of
S-typical curves SDPS(G) is in this case a module over the noncommutative
ring CartS(k) = WS(k)[[Va]][Fa]a∈N(S). In our setting, the unitary ring C(k),
opposed ring to the isobaric endomorphisms of ΛS,k, is WS(k) by cor 6. and
the set {Va|a ∈ N+} operates continuously from the left on the group of curves
SDP(G). The structural constants or Fp-types of G are given in the form (20)
for the Frobenius curves Φpe(t) = Fpe(t) with p ∈ S, while the commutator
curves are trivial. A special case is the situation with J a singleton: then UG
is a quotient of ΦS,G : ΛS,k ։ UG = ⊕∞n=0ǫnk, where ǫ =

∑∞
n=0 ǫnt

n is the
S-typical canonical curve. Since Faǫ is a curve in G for each a, it must have the
form Faǫ =

∑∞
n=0 Vn[σa,n]ǫ with scalars σa,n. Taking ghost components (24)

one concludes that there exist relations

∀a, n ∈ N : σan,1 =
∑

d|n

dσ
n/d
a,d σn/d,1, (28)

with all σa,d ∈ k, the base ring. Note, moreover, that there is an redundancy a
priori, based on the relation FaFb = Fab. Next take RLS := Z[σa,d]/(RS , torsion),
where RS is the ideal generated by the relations given by (28). We then find a
(new) presentation of the (covariant S-adic) Lazard ring RLS. Joint work with
Shay gave the result (1972, unpublished)

Theorem 14. Let S be an arbitrary set of primes. Let N = pn ∈ N(S),
a prime power and put ξN = σp,pn−1. If N ∈ N(S) is composite, we let SN

be the set of all decompositions N = risi such that (ri, si) 6= (1, N). Since
gcdi{ri} = 1, there are ai such that

∑
i airi = 1. Put ξN :=

∑
i aiσri,si

. Then

RLS := ZS [σa,b|a, b ∈ N(S)]/(RS , torsion) = ZS [ξi|i ∈ N(S)]

is a free polynomial ring, the covariant S-adic ring of Lazard. LS defines
an S-typical curvilinear one parameter formal group law GL,S with logarithm∑

m∈N(S) σm,1
tm

m . The canonical curve in LS has by (see [7], Proposition 2.4.)
the form

φLS
= exp




∑

m∈N(S)

σm,1δ
tn

n



 .

LS is defined over Z. This is seen by taking S = P , the set of all primes
and by specializing ξN 7→ 0 for N 6∈ N(S).

The Lazard ring RLn,k for noncommutative one parameter generic Ln,k ∈
FGLk over an arbitrary base ring k must have the generic form

RLn,k = k[bl|l ∈ L]/R,

where R is the ideal generated by {πl − blπ1|l ∈ L}. Since every πl is equivalent
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to a scalar multiple of π1 = δ, all triple commutators are zero. Next, 0 = π1rr =
[[π1, πr], πr] = [b1rδ, πr] = b21rδ. More generally, one proves by induction that
for r < s we have rsπrs = rsbrsδ = 0. ULn,k is a quotient of Z ⊗k k[bl|l ∈ L]
and every element in the kernel turns out to be a torsion or a nilpotent element
(cf. [13]). Moreover, we refind the fact that for an integral domain k evrey one
parameter FGL is commutative. The Cartier dual situation OLn,k →֒ QSym ⊗k

k[bl|l ∈ L] does not yet seem to be known.

c. For the general case of arbitrary FGL over arbitrary base rings k, we
consider the canonical basis (21) constructed for an S-typical model of G. The
structure of UG ∈ UR as a unitary ring, is completely determined if we know
the relations for the commutators [φa,m, φb,n] and for the powers φp

a,n. The
Hazewinkel x + y + cxy2 ∈ FGL with c2 = 2c = 0 provides an example that
we may have [π1, π2] = 0, while [φ1, φ2] = c 6= 0. This phenomenon (of type
ghost component) is due to the fact that P is generated as a Lie algebra by
the πa(a ∈ N+) only modulo torsion and nilpotency of the scalars. This shows
already that for 1-parameter FGL the Lie algebra P(UG) is not determined by
the element φ1 alone. One observes, however, that we may write the images
under ΦS,G of S-pure commutator and Frobenius curves in the form given by
(20). These are given by S-pure sets as observed in def 9. We saw that Φa

reduces to the Frobenius operator Fa. As a result of this, the S-pure curve
Φ̂aES , obtained from the endo-operator Φa is determined by an S-pure set
{ηS,a|a ∈ N(S)},(say). For S = {p}, a singleton these elements have the
following shape

∀m ≥ 0 : ηS,pm+1 = pyS,pm+1 + yp
S,pm + Fm(yS,1, . . . , yS,pm−1)

a homogeneous expression of weight pm+1. Formula (20) with ψ replaced by

Φ̂aES , gives a relation in UG expressing the yp
S,pm in quantities having the form

Gm(yS,1, . . . , yS,pm−1, pyS,pm+1).

d. It might be interesting to collect data for G = sl2 ∈ FGL and for its
congruence subgroups. These groups act naturally from the right on the space
of holomorphic differentials on an elliptic curve defined over Q, hence they act
on the group SDP(Ê) of a fixed formal completion of a model of E over Z.
Normalized integrals of these differentials are logarithms of isomorphic models
of this CFGL. Their expansions thus may be interpreted as formal curves in
SDP(Ê). Honda has shown that the expansion of the zeta-function of E yields
as well a logarithm λ(E). This expansion thus may be considered as well as a
curve in SDP(Ê). Is it possible to prove directly in this context that λ(E) is
an eigenvector for the action of some congruence subgroup of some level (the
conductor of E)?
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The author is grateful to Dr. H.A.W.M. Kneppers for stimulating discus-
sions.
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